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Abstract— The objective of HTTP Rule Base Intrusion
Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) is to provide security for
one of the application layer protocols namely HTTP (Hyper-Text
Transfer Protocol). Such an HTTP based Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) detects header attacks and attacks in payload
(includes HTML and scripting). Misuse detection uses signature
based approach where predefined patterns are defined. The input
text or pattern is compared with the predefined signatures to
detect malicious activity. Furthermore new types of attacks are
continuously created. The new attacks created by attacker are
also detected by these IDS, only if attacks are in the form of
signatures. Signatures are defined either in a single-line or by
complex script languages and are used in rule base to detect
attacks. These signatures and rules have to be updated
periodically as the attacks are continuously changing its nature
of attacks.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Application layer IDPS, blocks the HTTP Attacks that
occur in application layer. The network layer intrusion
detection system cannot block the application layer attacks.
Firewalls in the network layer IDPS blocks the attacks
entering through the unauthorized port [3]. Some complex
threats can enter through authorized port (HTTP 80) and but
goes undetected [1,2]. Those types of attacks can be
detected by the application layer IDS. Misuse detection uses
the signature based approach where attacks are identified by
comparing with the predefined patterns. New type of attacks
cannot be detected by the misuse based IDS. In the proposed
system, the IDS are updated with the rules and attack
patterns to detect the new types of attacks.
II.

ARCHITECTURE OF HTTP RULE-BASED IDPS

The architecture of the HTTP Rule-Based Intrusion
Detection and Prevention System is shown in Fig.1. The
block diagram shows the overall architecture of HTTP Rule
Based IDPs (RIDS) [4] and tells how various modules
process the incoming data. Different modules involved in
Intrusion Detection are Proxy Server, RIDS, Prevention [13,
15].

Fig.1 Architecture of HTTP Rule-Based IDPS
Various modules in this proposed system are Proxy
Server, Rule-Based Intrusion Detection System and
Prevention System [11, 12].
A. Proxy Server
An HTTP Proxy collects the HTTP traffic at applicationlayer from the network [10]. The proxy server gets the
request from the browser and forwards the same to the
service provider. The response obtained from the web server
is also captured by the proxy before being forwarded to the
browser.
B. Rule Based Intrusion Detection System
The data captured by the proxy server is separated into
header and payload parts in RIDS. The Header Analyzer
examines the header and compares it with the list of rules in
the rule-base. Similarly the Payload Analyzer parses the
HTML data and searches for misappropriate usage of tags
and attributes and also checks for JavaScript based attacks
injected in the HTTP by comparing with the rules in the rule
base.
C. Prevention System
The intrusive patterns that are detected by the Rule-Base
Intrusion Detection System are given as input to the
prevention block. The requests / responses that are intrusive
are blocked [5,7]. So the server / client doesn’t know about
that attack. The patterns that are blocked by the prevention
block are stored in a database. These data can be used for
analysis process.
The Network Intrusion Detection System detects the
attacks which come through network layer protocol [8,9].
Some of the attacks which come through the application
layer are not detected by the Network Intrusion Detection
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System. To detect application layer attacks this system is
proposed. Some of the header and payload based attacks are
as follows.
III.

HEADER BASED ATTACKS

There are numerous HTTP Attacks that can bring a
system to a compromised state. The following part will give
an overview of the various HTTP attacks and the extent to
which the intruders can compromise the systems or gain
information about the system. As the HTTP is a stateless
protocol any intrusion that is possible to occur can be caused
by adding the command to the standard HTTP request.
Some of the header based attacks are as follows.
i) " * " Requests
Rule Description
Format : \*
Hexadecimal Equivalent : \%2A
Description: wild-card character attack.
Attack explanation
The attackers use an asterisk as an argument to a system
command. Asterisk is a wild-card character which is
normally used for representing zero or more characters. If it
is used in a request then it may represent any possible string
of text. So an intruder may use * to substitute for zero or
more characters without explicitly giving a text.
Attack Detection
The attacker can create a HTTP request that contains '/*'
in the URI which will match all possible combinations of
characters that may come after the ‘/’. So if the objects
representing ‘/’ and ‘*’ occur one after the other, then this
attack is detected and is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2 Wild character attempt
ii) “~” Requests
Rule Description
Format: \~
Hexadecimal Equivalent: \%7E
Description : attempt to find the valid user.
Attack explanation
http://host/~userids
The ~ character is used by attackers to determine who is a
valid user. This request looks for a user named "userids" on
the remote system. Often users will have web space and if
the attacker manages to visit a web page, or get a 403 error
(Denied error) then a user exists. Once an attacker has a
valid user name, they may try guessing passwords, or brute
forcing until they get a valid password
Attack Detection
The attacker can create a HTTP request that contains '/~'
in the URI which will match the users with user name
specified after the ‘~’ character. So if the objects
representing ‘/’ and ‘~’ occur one after the other, then this
attack is detected.
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iii) “chsh” command attempt
Rule Description
Format: /(chsh\%20)|
Hexadecimal Equivalent : (\%63\%68\%73\%68\%20)
Description: Attempt to change the user shell.
Attempt explanation
Using this command, an attacker may change the shell of
a user to outfit their own needs. By changing the shell an
attacker may further compromise a machine by specifying a
shell that could contain a Trojan horse component or that
could contain embedded commands specially crafted by an
attacker.
Attempt Detection
The attacker can make a standard HTTP request that
contains '/bin/chsh' in the URI which can then change the
shell of a user present on the host. So preceding to this
object, an object with ‘/bin’ should be matched so that false
alarms can be reduced.
iv) “gcc” command attempt
Rule Description
Format: /(gcc\%20)
Hexadecimal Equivalent: (\%67\%63\%63\%20)
Description : Attempt to compile C or C++ program.
Attempt explanation
This is an attempt to compile a C or C++ source on a host.
The gcc command is the GNU project's C and C++ compiler
used to compile C and C++ source files into executable
binary files. The attacker could possibly compile a program
needed for other attacks on the system or install a binary
program.
v) “ps” command attempt
Rule Description
Format: /(ps\%20)
Hexadecimal Equivalent: (\%70\%73\%20)
Description : Attempt to gain intelligence of the
processes run in the web server.
vi) “uname” command attempt
Rule Description
Format: /(uname\%20a)
Hexadecimal
Equivalent:
(\%75\%6e\%61\%
6d\%65\%20\%2d\%61\%20)
Description : Attempt to gain intelligence about the
operating system used.
vii) “chown” command attempt
Rule Description
Format: /(chown\%20
Hexadecimal
Equivalent:
(\%63\%68\%6f\%77\%6e\%20)
Description: Attempt to change the ownership
permissions on a machine.
Attempt explanation
This is an attempt to change the file ownership
permissions on a machine.
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viii) “kill” command attempt
Rule Description
Format: /(kill\%20)
Hexadecimal Equivalent:(\%2b\%69\%6c\%6c\%20)
Description: Attempt to send a destructive signal to a
specified process.
Attempt explanation
This is an attempt to send the specified signal to a
specified process on a machine. Using this command, an
attacker may send a destructive signal to a specified process
running in the server which can make the system process to
be critical.
ix) “chgrp” command attempt
Rule Description
Format: /(chgrp\%20)
Hexadecimal
Equivalent:
(\%63\%68\%67\%72\%70\%20)
Description: Attempt to change ownership permission of
files.
Attempt explanation
This is an attempt to change the group of ownership of
each given files to the named group on a machine.
Attempt detection
For the attacks from iv through ix, when the objects ‘/’ ,
‘bin/’ and the corresponding commands occur, rules written
for these command attempts will detect and report to the
administrator.
x) Directory Traversal Attack
Rule Description
Format: \.\.\/
Hexadecimal Equivalent: \%2e\%2e\%2f
Description: Attempt to traverse the directories.
Attempt explanation
This is an attempt to traverse through the directory levels
and reach the root directory by issuing ‘cd../’ or by
explicitly specifying ‘../’ preceding a unix command.
Attempt detection
This attempt can be detected by matching the pattern ‘../’
in the URI field of the HTTP request. Mostly, this attempt
will be in its morphed form i.e. in ASCII form.
IV.

for(;;);
while(1);
do
{ -- -- }while(1); while(!0);
An infinite loop can either be a single loop with many
iteration or multiple loops with less number of iterations to
achieve the same purpose.
for (i=0;i<100000;i++);
for(i=0;i<100;i++) for(j=0;j<100;j++)
Regular expressions are therefore written that will look
for traces of infinite loops. Following are examples of
resource-consuming malicious scripts.
for (;;);
for (;;) document.write("foobar");
The above script is obviously an infinite loop. When a
user is browsing a web page, if this script is made to
execute, it causes the browser to become irresponsible.
Rule Formulated
The presence of an infinite loop needs to be identified. An
infinite loop can be written in various ways. Either a for, a
while or a do while can be used. for(;;); is obviously an
infinite loop but it need not be the only way. Consider the
following case:
for(i=0;i<500;i++)
{ for(j=0;j<500;j++)
{ for(k=0;k<500;k++){}
}}
The above loop will be executed 500*500*500 times. So,
a limited range loop can be nested inside another loop of the
same kind to act more or less an infinite loop. There is no
need to give infinite for loop or while loop, the attacker can
also try some other patterns to intrude the server. Though an
exhaustive solution is not possible, a comprehensive
solution was made by including the above scenarios is
shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 DoS Attack

PAYLOAD BASED ATTACKS

V.

When a server is purposely overloaded with lots of
requests from an intruder, it causes a denial of access to
legitimate users. This attack can also be in the form of an
infinite loop that gets executed in the client’s browser.
Examples
1. A JavaScript that loads cached images. Load this
script on popular pages on compromised popular web
servers.
2. Have the JavaScript loop a hundred times or so, each
time requesting a random graphic or page name from
the site targeted by the attack. If more number of users
request the graphics at target site will deny the
service.
The real source of attack is pretty much untraceable until
you can track down at least one of the "users" taking part.
Code example
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The Proxy server stores the header and payload
information in separate files.
The output of the regular misuse detection module is nonintrusive for few attacks. In Denial of Service attack, the
intruder makes the server busy and this denies access to the
legitimate user. The intruder makes server busy by having
infinite loops in the HTML payload. Sometimes the intruder
executes the loop for larger number of times instead of
executing infinite times. The attack which does not have a
clear rule entry can also be detected. The detected attacks
are stored in a file along with the date and time of detection
as shown in the Fig.4.
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CONCLUSION

Thus, Intrusion Detection and Prevention System focuses
on identifying possible malicious behavior that occur on
application layer and block the detected maliciousness and
finally it reports to the server. Rule-Based Misuse Detection
follows a signature match approach which makes the system
more efficient. Because of the continuously changing nature
of attacks, the proposed system will update the signatures
and rules. The system has been tested in a web environment
and the results are presented. The results show the detection
rate and time taken to detect an intrusion of the proposed
system is better than regular instrusion detection existing
techniques.
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